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Government By The People 2009
Aside from the moral obligation to protect our endangered flora and fauna the Government would do well to consider the economic value writes Sue
Arnold ...
The economic benefit of saving our environment
His Government is absolutely opposed to this. The Taoiseach’s sincerity was genuine. As was his obvious concern, not just for the individual victims
of the Maynooth variant and other financial ...
Miriam Lord: Government in a flap about the cuckoo in the property nest
A battered nation seems to be seeking political panacea in an economic realm. The lessons from ARRA portend that Washington deal-making will
once again further personal interests of the political ...
Lessons From The 2009 American Recovery And Reinvestment Act For The American Jobs And Infrastructure Plan
President Rajapakse’s moves to further undermine the constitution are another step towards autocratic rule, in the face of the country’s deep social
and political crisis.
Sri Lankan government exonerates alleged war criminals and political cronies
A band of healthcare elites saw that Covid-19 was more dangerous than U.S. leaders acknowledged. Would their advice have made a difference?
‘The Premonition’ Review: A Pandemic of Experts
As the climate changes, cities must change with it. Fix is exploring how our urban centers are being reimagined and what green, equitable, and
resilient communities could look like. With insights from ...
Who’s building the green cities of the future? These 5 people — and a whole lot of others.
Indigenous populations around the world are more likely to be infected by or die of Covid-19 with one notable exception; Indigenous Australians
(Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders).
Protecting Indigenous Populations From Covid-19: The Australian Example
That vision of government has been at the heart of Biden’s first 100 days in office. He has pumped nearly $1.9 trillion into the economy, more than
any other President at this point in a first term, ...
Biden's 100-Days Bet: Big Government Can Win the Post-Trump Moment
But the proposed works at the Farm has been a hot button issue. There’s a sense it’s tapped into our underlying suspicion, not to say resentment, at
the way governments of all stripes are treating our ...
Why Saving The Farm Is A Bigger Deal Than It Seems
Israel’s president has given Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s strongest rival the uncertain task of forming a new government after Netanyahu
failed to assemble a governing coalition by Tuesday at ...
Israel’s President Chooses Netanyahu’s Strongest Rival to Form New Government
Aamra Ahmad, the ACLU’s senior legislative counsel, fears the ban will create a demand for an underground supply of mentholated smokes, and this
underground will give police the pretext to conduct ...
The Sweet Smell of Government Overreach
A listener says $15 an hour is too high for some places, too low in others. She wonders whether it could vary across the U.S.
Could the federal minimum wage vary by the regional cost of living?
Led by former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg, America's political megadonors have plowed $3.4 billion into federal contests between January
2009 and ... "Our government can't be responsive ...
Meet the people who write the biggest checks in federal elections
2009. He informed the House that a corpus of ₹1,815 crore could be collected in the NIF as on December 31, 2008. The second-term of Manmohan
Singh government introduced the idea of people’s ...
As disinvestment returns to the agenda, an economic history of a contested issue
Nothing captures prime minister Scott Morrison’s approach to climate change better than his embrace of “clean hydrogen” – a BS marketing term
that delivers nothing but obfuscation and helps no one but ...
The government’s embrace of ‘clean hydrogen’ helps no one but the fossil fuel industry
Prime Minister Muhyiddin Yassin has used the coronavirus pandemic as a pretext to arm himself with emergency powers and silence dissenting
voices.
Malaysian Cartoonist in the Crosshairs of Increasingly Repressive Government
Ironic, in a way, when you consider that the people who argue loudest against ... it’s down by some 38 per cent on 2009. The Group A threshold,
which covers transfers from parents to children ...
Can the Government afford to cut inheritance tax?
Venezuela’s congress approved a new electoral board Tuesday including two of President Nicolas Maduro’s opponents, a move that could persuade
sectors of the opposition to participate in this year’s ...
Venezuela New Electoral Board Might Draw Opposition to the Polls
This Mother's Day the Animal Protection Party of Canada is calling on the federal government to make the necessary legislative ...
Animal Protection Party of Canada calls on Federal Government to make legislative changes this Mother's Day
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A 2009 report by the Central Statistical Institute ... Bal Utsav is a collective of people bound by a shared passion to promote social good by focussing
on sustainable interventions for children ...
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